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Roadmap

- 10Km view: real and near-real time access to sensors and instruments
- CIMA and SOA access to instruments
- Web 2.0
- Putting the pieces together: enabling the social construction of the Real World Web
Sensors are everywhere... Time for the Real World Web
Instruments and sensors for scientific discovery

Focus on scientific instruments and Grids that are driven by data from instruments and sensors.
Software systems for RT sensor and instrument access

- **Device access**
  - How do I talk to a real time data source?
  - What services are provided on behalf of the sensing hardware?
  - How are data transported to and from the device?

- **Device characteristics and capabilities**
  - The three Ws & H: Who, What, Where and How

- **Integration frameworks and projects**
  - Co-development of hardware and delivered services
Potential Solutions

- **Device access**
  - IEEE 1451.1 - access to “smart” sensors using IP
  - Universal Plug and Play --> WS-Discovery
  - Antelope (Boulder Real-Time Systems)
  - NeesGrid Telecontrol Protocol

- **Device capabilities**
  - OpenGIS Consortium GML, sensorML - XML schema for sensor description
  - W3C Composite Capabilities/ Preferences Profile - ontology based RDF descriptions of mobile device capabilities
  - IEEE 1451.0 - layered specification for “universal” sensor access; .0 is Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS)
  - Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute “plug and work” instrument puck

- **Integration**
  - ORNL SensorNet
  - SDSC/CALIT² RoadNet (based on Antelope)
  - GRIDCC instrument grid architecture
  - MIT iLab project (education applications of remote access to instruments)
  - DARPA/DoD Sensor Web Enablement community
  - Event Heap (Kindberg, A. Fox, Johanson, Hanrahan, Winograd)
Getting to the Real World Web

- Middleware that makes many kinds of instruments and sensors embedded in our world accessible as services in a **composable** way
- “Equal access” to real time data sources
- Easy to find data sources
- Easy to use a service
- Easy to connect data from the service to other services
- A Web of instruments and sensor services with similar interfaces
- Our approach is the Common Instrument Middleware Architecture (CIMA)
CIMA Project Goals

Project supported by the NSF Middleware Initiative to:

- Integrate instruments and sensors as real-time data sources into grid computing environments through a Service Oriented Architecture
  - Improve accessibility and throughput in instrumentation investments
  - Promote sharing across institutions and disciplines

- Develop a methodology for describing instrument capabilities and functions and embedding these in the hardware to improve flexibility and lifetime of data acquisition and analysis applications
  - Automatic generation of basic metadata
  - Towards a Semantic Web for instruments and sensors

- Move production of metadata as close to instruments as possible and facilitate the automatic production of metadata
  - Improve data management, provenance and reuse
CIMA Reference Implementation

Applications

- Synchrotron X-Ray crystallography
  - Argonne APS ChemMatCARS & UNI/XOR
  - Lab systems through CrystalGrid (global network of crystallography labs)

- Microscopy
  - Data acquisition and mgmt.

- TOF-MS
  - Identification of proteins and other macromolecules

- Robotic telescopes
  - Remote observing for students and researchers
  - Queued and interactive operation

- Sensor networks
  - Ecological observation (LTER lake buoys, ocean platforms)
  - Low power wireless sensor network elements
A Dozen (or so) Requirements

- Self-describing instruments/sensors and data
- Functional transparency - what you see is what you get
- Adequate real-time performance (min. latency in control apps)
- Multiple modes of interaction (read/write, streaming, conditional response, sequenced programs)
- Resource oriented stateful services
- Reliable, available and serviceable
- Interoperable - basic interaction motifs are the same across instruments and data have a uniform “envelope”
- Efficient data transfer - support multiple (hierarchical) fieldbuses and interconnects
- Lightweight with respect to CPU and memory requirements
- Supports Intermediate processing on data streams
- Supports authorization, not just authentication
- Applicable to existing instruments and sensors
Three Components of a middleware for instruments and sensors

- **Reusable service architecture**
  - Configured at run-time for specific instruments

- **Transport independent protocol for interacting with an instrument’s functions**
  - Hierarchical interconnects (e.g. 802.11g->802.15.4 W-PAN)

- **Representation for the functions and capabilities of an instrument**
  - Capabilities described in a controlled vocabulary (ontology)
  - Decentralized process for extending capabilities profiles

- **AND Standards used to interpret measured variables**
  - Controlled vocabulary for observables, units, calibration, conversion, etc.
CIMA Components

- **Service architecture**
  - Service code
  - Instrument-dependent Plug-ins
  - Life-cycle management (AuthZ/N, Location services)

- **Channel/Parcel protocol**
  - REST-like high-level protocol in XML
  - Transport neutral, routable, Web Services implementation

- **Instrument description**
  - Ontology based, Instrument capabilities, access methods, data
  - Static and dynamic information

- **Life-cycle management**
  - (AuthZ/N, Location services)
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CIMA Channel Protocol

- Built on a simple Web Services interface: One endpoint at instrument, zero or one at client, both are String type, Doc/literal wrapping

- SOAP payload is a *Parcel XML document* or fragment; REST-like protocol using document oriented SOAP messages (*Parcels*): `session, describe, register, get, set, unregister`

- Additional *layered specifications* can be added as needed, *e.g.* WS-Security, WS-Addressing ... 

- Protocol can be extended by versioning the parcel schema without modification to older clients or instrument services

- Clients can request data on multiple streams at different rates; One instrument service supports multiple clients
CIMA in processing pipelines

Creating composite instruments and value-added real-time products with CIMA
CIMA Components

- **Instrument description**
  - Ontology based, Instrument capabilities, access methods, data
  - Static and dynamic information

- **Service architecture**
  - Service code
  - Instrument-dependent Plug-ins
  - Life-cycle management (AuthZ/N, Location services)

- **Channel/Parcel protocol**
  - REST-like high-level protocol in XML
  - Transport neutral, routable, Web Services implementation
Instrument description and metadata

- Physical and logical attributes of the hardware and data produced by it
- Maps sensors and actuators defined in Plug-ins to the semantics of control functions and data outputs of the instrument
- Applications can query the instrument description to build an operational model of the instrument on the fly
- Description instance based on ontology, implemented as OWL-DL in RDF
- Community extensible in both ontology and instances (real net accessible hardware)
Automation from the CIMA Ontology

- Generate data acquisition strategy and code
- Build user- and task-appropriate interfaces
- Automate production of high quality metadata
- Locate experimental resources based on high-level specification of goals
  - Towards a Semantic Web of instruments and sensors
  - “Interpreted” Real World Web
Web 2.0
Web 2.0 Characteristics

- Web 2.0 provides SOA-like functionality with an ideal of RESTful services
  - Emphasis on simple and transparent functionality: “Everything just does what it says”
  - Leverage HTTP as transport and error handler
  - Focus on “Resource Oriented Architecture” with operations on resources with URI handles
  - Low knowledge requirements, low entry barriers
  - Potential for rapid spiral development

- “Using the entire Internet as your API for new applications”
  - Many useful services, e.g. GoogleMaps; Amazon S3, EC, Queue Service, etc.
  - 523 APIs listed at www.programmableweb.com/apis (10/10/2007)

- Social networking: sites, services and APIs for blogging, sharing images, video, etc.
- And it’s good fun!
REST

- Representational State Transfer*
- Data and services are Resources addressable through handles (URIs)
- Clients and servers exchange operations on representations of the resources
- Emphasis on small number of operations on a wide variety of resources
- Core functionality from HTTP verbs GET, POST, PUT, HEAD, DELETE on a multiplicity of resources (URLs)

Web 2.0 APIs as mediators for ubiquitous data

The Web 2.0 Architecture of Participation:
“People in the Machine Nurture the Cloud”

Source: Dion Hinchcliffe’s Web 2.0 Blog, http://web2.socialcomputingmagazine.com/
Real World Web for e-Science
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Moving CIMA from Web Services to Web 2.0

- WS SOA version is event driven with server making WS calls to client with data (and simple request-response)
- **Use cases**
  - Stateful control and real time status of hardware
  - Streaming data to a web page for monitoring (near real time)
  - Streaming data to a non-browser client (near real time)
  - Streaming data to storage
  - Data to a news feed for “digest” level awareness
- **Web 2.0 approaches**
  - RESTful interfaces
  - HTTP server on client to catch HTTP events
  - Polling (pushlets, etc.); Ajax, JSON, etc.
  - Publish/subscribe
  - RSS, Yahoo Pipes
Web 2.0 approaches

- RESTful interfaces to map WS functionality
  - Polling (pushlets, etc.); Ajax, JSON, etc.
    - Code on service to push data as web pages to client
    - 90% XML, 10% JS+HTML
  - HTTP server on client to catch data as HTTP events
    - Analogous to WS-based architecture; use RESTful approach
    - 100% XML, easy extension since SOAP already needs one
- Publish/subscribe
  - jMaki
  - Pub/sub systems, e.g. NaradaBrokering, JMS, XMPP
- RSS
  - Good for low volume low frequency data
  - Yahoo Pipes for aggregation and fusion
- Payload
  - XML Parcel Schema document
  - Web page plus Microformats for searchability
Henrik Frystyk Nielsen on the RESTful architecture of Microsoft Robotics Studio

July 25, 2007

Henrik Frystyk Nielsen used to work for the World Wide Web Consortium on some key pieces of infrastructure including the HTTP specification and libwww. He left the W3C in 1999 and now works for Microsoft where his current project is Robotics Studio, whose tagline is: "A Windows-based environment for academic, hobbyist and commercial developers to easily create robotics applications across a wide variety of hardware." What that description doesn't tell you, but today's screencast shows, is that the Robotics Studio is based on a RESTful architecture, and that applications are built by composing lightweight services in ways that will be instantly familiar to every web developer.

To drive home that point, much of the action in this screencast occurs in a web browser, where you'll see Henrik explore a distributed directory of services and view XML snapshots of the current state of bumpers, cameras, and laser range finders.

From a read-only perspective it's all HTTP GET, and you can do things like subscribe to robotic sensors using RSS feeds. When you control a robot, SOAP is used to optimize fine-grained updates. But either way it's a loosely coupled and late bound system that leverages the fundamental flexibility of web architecture in a very different domain. In one compelling demonstration of that flexibility, you'll see a generic controller — which had been controlling the robot in Henrik's office with no prior knowledge of the device, purely by interface discovery — switch over to a simulated robot and drive it by means of the same kind of discovery.

CIMA -> Web 2.0, Takes 1 & 2

(1)

(2)
Take 1: RSS/Atom feeds as an interface to instruments and sensors

- CIMA client "shim" registers for and receives events, output to RSS feed
- RSS feeds and event detection to handheld devices
- Use Yahoo Pipes for shared distributed processing
A More RESTful interface

Resource exposed is the CIMA service + source/sink
Atomic CIMA operations translate OK as GET/PUT or POSTing Parcel XML and receiving a reply
Primary problem: Mapping from event driven Web Services callbacks to [something else]
Solution 1: Server push (e.g. pushlets)
  • Advantage: supports streaming of data from service
  • Disadvantages: long term instability of server connections, client support for parsing streaming data
Solution 2: Asynchronous callback to a URL
  • Advantage: analogous to WS implementation
  • Disadvantage: requires a web server at client
Solution 3: ?
GET, PUT and POST

- Need to preserve idempotence of GET and PUT
  - Semantic issue about what this means to GET a time-varying signal; PUT should have no further side effects
- Resource exposed is the CIMA service or service+source/sink
- GET returns value of one source as a Parcel
- PUT sets value of one sink from value in URI
- Efficient but polling only, no streaming
- POST is used to duplicate Web Services model
  - Register operation may return multiple Parcels on one connection or may call client web server multiple times
## CIMA RESTful Interface

The CIMA RESTful interface is accessed via HTTP requests to the following URL:

```
http://{service-url}/[{CIMA-Function}/{source-sink-name}/{session_key}/]
```

- **[HTML-escaped-value]** (for SetSink)
- **[callback_spec_URI]** (for Register)

Credentials should be included in the HTTP headers for the **Session** operation.

### HTTP Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTTP OP</th>
<th>GET</th>
<th>PUT</th>
<th>POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CIMA Function** | **OUT:** Multiple Parcels or HTTP error code | **X** | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Multiple Parcels or HTTP error code |
| **Register** | **OUT:** XML Parcel containing value | **X** | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Parcel + HTTP status code |
| **GetSource** | **X** | **OUT:** HTTP status code | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Parcel or HTTP error code |
| **SetSink** | **X** | **OUT:** HTTP status code | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Parcel or HTTP error code |
| **Describe** | **OUT:** XML Parcel w/description | **X** | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Parcel or HTTP error code |
| **Session** | **OUT:** XML Parcel w/session key | **X** | **IN:** Parcel XML  
**OUT:** Parcel or HTTP error code |
1. Stream data from a CIMA service

GET www.CIMAServer.org/Register/CCD/some-UUID/some-URL

HTTP server @some-URL

(1..N) PUT www.someURL.org {Parcel}

PUT www.CIMAServer.org/SetSink/angle-Theta/320
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Source Variable "CCD"

Sink Variable "Angle-Theta"

Sensor

Instrument

Actuator

2. Control an actuator through a CIMA service

Client
GUls for the Real World Web

- Need dashboards, cyberenvironments, lab portals, etc. to connect people to instruments and sensors making up the Real World Web in real time

- Gridsphere + JSR 168 portlets
  - Widely used solution in CI/CE/eScience communities
  - Data binding to Web Services via JSF or similar approach
  - User context part not transferable between JSR 168 containers
  - Identity management through Gridsphere and external user DB

- More Web 2.0-y (Webby 2.0?) solutions
  - Google/Yahoo/Netvibes start pages
  - Widgets and Gadgets
  - Identity management and authN are open questions
    - OpenID, Shibboleth, Multiple simultaneous solutions?
  - Extend formal ontology process to include real time tagging
Gridsphere portal

JSR 168 portlets + Gridsphere Context + Java Server Faces (JSF) + Web services data bindings

Identity management through Gridsphere and Globus certs. (GAMA)

Developed over many months
iGoogle start page

HTTP/REST

Identity management through Google.

Easy to build (~10 minutes)
Easy to maintain
Summary

- Web 2.0 approaches have much to offer in developing eScience application systems and Cyberenvironments using instruments, sensors and other real time data sources.

- Web Services and Web 2.0 can coexist and complement each other’s strengths in systems/Grids for interacting with real time sources.

- Let’s build the Real World Web 2.0!
“Web 2.0, like success, has a hundred million parents...”
Thanks! Questions?
mcmullen@indiana.edu